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Abstract 
A conservative Galerkin domain decomposition method for time-dependent problems is given and analyzed. This 
method allows one to apply different domain decompositions at different time levels when necessary, in order to capture 
time-changing local phenomena, such as, propagating fronts or moving layers. Error estimates in the energy and Lz 
norms are established. Numerical results are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
For large-scale time-dependent problems which involve localized and transient phenomena, 
such as propagating fronts or moving layers, it is advantageous to apply different domain 
decompositions at different time levels in order to let each critical feature be entirely contained in 
a single subdomain at a given time level. There are two reasons for this. First, the avoidance of 
occurrence of critical features on the inter-domain boundaries may improve the accuracy of the 
domain decomposition solution. Second, grid refinement techniques or uniform fine grids may be 
used on the subdomains that contain critical features. 
Dawson [2], and Dawson and DuPont [3] proposed a Galerkin domain decomposition method 
for parabolic problems, in which a fixed domain decomposition was employed for all time levels. 
Curran and Allen [l] gave a numerical example of implementing dynamically refined grid 
subdomains in order to capture moving sharp layers. 
The object of this work is to propose a numerical method for parabolic problems which allows 
one to use different domain decompositions at different time levels when necessary. This method 
relies on an implicit finite element method in the subdomains and explicit flux calculation on the 
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inter-domain boundaries. The procedure is noniterative and conservative. In Section 2 we give our 
approximation scheme. In Section 3 we analyze the method and give convergence analysis, and in 
Section 4 we present numerical experiments. 
2. The domain decomposition method 
For simplicity we consider the following model problem: find u(x, y, t) such that 
g (x, Y, t) = 0, (x, Y) E ac t -5 (0, T I, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
4% Y, 0) = uob, YIP (XT Y) E a> (2.3) 
where D = (0, 1) x (0, l), v is the unit outward normal to 80, and b, f; u. are known real-valued 
functions with b being nonnegative. This parabolic problem may model, for example, diffusion in 
an isotropic medium, fluid flow through porous media, boundary layer flow over a flat plate, or the 
wake growth behind a submerged object. 
Our approximation method will allow us to decompose the domain differently at different times 
in order to let each localized phenomenon be entirely contained in some subdomain. 
Partition [0, T] into 0 = to < tl < ... < tN = T, and denote At, = t, - t,_ 1. At time t = t, we 
assume that the domain 0 is decomposed into 0,’ = (0, x,) x (0,l) and Q,” = (x,, 1) x (0,l) for 
some x, E (0, 1). Let r, = {x”} x (0,l). Then a variational formulation for the problem (2.1)-(2.3) 
reads: find u E H’(Q), with ut E L2(Q) for t E [0, T], such that 
r=(Jv) ‘du~fZ~(L?), 
I 
MY,t)J)=(Uo,~) ~=fw9, (2.4) 
where 
(vf, vs)n = i j v? t’s dxdy, 
j=l i2; 
(f, 9) = J/-g dxdy, (4, ti>r. = j dd~)$(y) dy, 
r. 
and [u],, is the jump on r,: [u](x,, y) = u(x, + 0, y) - u(x, - 0, y). 
Choosing H small and such that 0 < H < min { 1 - max{x,}, min{x,} >, we define an approxim- 
ate derivative at the interface r,, as follows 
ag 
5, 
M  B,(g)(x,, y) ~ (l/H) j::‘” dx, y) dx ; U/W SE:-, dx, y) dx. 
Forj = 1,2, let sh be a finite element space of H’(Q2’,) and let S, be the subspace of L2(Q) such 
j thatifuES,,thenul,;ES,. Suppose that U. E So is an initial approximation of u. . We define our 
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domain decomposition method as follows: first find the Lz projection o,- 1 E S, by 
(0,-r - Un_r,U)=O VUES,; 
then compute U, E S, by 
( 
un ,y.-l 32, 
> 
+ (VU”, Va)n + (bU”, u) + <&(%I), C&>r. 
n 
(2.6) 
=(f(x,y,t&rI) MIES”, n=l,2, . ..) N. (2.7) 
This scheme has the property that, after the approximate derivative B,(Q,_ 1) has been com- 
puted by (2.Q the two parts of U, can then be computed on a,’ and Sz,” completely independently. 
The projection (2.6) can always be calculated independently on the subdomains. Thus the proced- 
ure is well suited for parallel processing. The scheme is conservative in the sense that if b = f s 0, 
then the average value of U, is the same for all ~1, just as the average value of u(*, t) is independent of 
t. When the domain decomposition is fixed for all time levels, this scheme reduces to the one in 
c2,31. 
For functions g with restrictions in II’ and H1 (Qf ) we define the norm 
Illsllln” = (Vg> Vs)n + (bs> 9) + H-r<Cgln, Cgln>r. 7 (2.8) 
then the following properties hold for our approximate derivative operator I?,: 
Illsllln” < 1.7C(@, Vi& + Vv, d + <~n(d Cgln>r.l, (2.9) 
<%I), &(g))r” d 2H - 3 II 9 II? (2.10) 
II Wd Iho, 1) G 2H - 1 II g II co. (2.11) 
II c&m .I - Mdbn .) lb(o, 11 d H2 II sxxx II m > (2.12) 
where II . II = II * 11~~) and II. IL = II . IILw. ‘These formulas can be easily proved by integration by 
parts and Taylor’s theorem. The proof is a slight extension of that given in [3]. 
3. Convergence analysis 
Following [4], we first define elliptic projections R,u of the solution U: find R,u(x, y, t) E S, for 
each t E [0, T] such that 
(V(u-R,,u)(*;,t), V&+(b(u-R,u)(*;,t),v)=O MIES,. 
Let the errors be denoted by: 
e, = U, - R,u,, &n-1 = onpI - R,u,_~, 
Y, = u, - R,,u,,, Pnpl = u,el - R,u,el. 
The following lemma is an extension of [3, Theorem 21. 
(3.1) 
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Lemma 3.1. Assume that At < 4 HZ, where At = max(At,}. Then 
lIenIl - 116-1 II2 + 0.1~tnll1411~ 
At,(IIe,~~2+At2+H5+H-1~/~~?,-1)~~)+ 
s 
,‘: II (1 - K,h II2 dt . 
I 1 1 
Proof. Combining (2.4), (2.7) and (3.1) we obtain 
+(“n~~-‘,u)+(~-u,~tU:-l,u) VUES”. 
We first estimate the right-hand side terms of (3.3) with u = e,. By (2.8H2.12) we have 
au, - ax - &(R+,- I), Cenln > r. 
II &I au,_l aunml d ax - ax + ax --&&h-d + WL) I/ ~~(0.1) II Cenlnll L2(0, 1) 
< C(At + H2 + H-’ II;,,-l Ilm)*H112111e,III, 
d C(At + H2 + H-‘IIkl l1,)2-H + $llle,lll~, 
and 
(&(en - &-I), CeA>~ 
d II&(e, - 4-1111 L~(o, 1) II M. lh0.1) 
d (2H-3)‘1211e, -6-l II~H112111e,llln = @H-l Ile, -&-III lllenllln 
~2H~211~,-~~-ll12+dIII~,lll~. 
It is easy to see that 
111, - ?,-I II = IIV - RnNu, - un-I)II = II L utdtl/ 
V - RJ 
= 
IS 
‘” 
t.-1 
(I-R.)u,dtll~At~/2(SII~, Il(I-R.)u,(2dt)1’2, 
and 
II au, --un;t~-lll<At,z(~;;, I[u,,ll’dr)lii. at 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Note that 
e, - e^,_ 1 
> 
lIenIl - II&I It2 
At, 7en = 2At,, + &-- II en - 6-1 112, n 
then by (2.9) the left-hand side of (3.3) with u = e, dominates 
&(l1412- IILl12+ lle.-~.-~lI”)+~Ille.lll.2. n 
(3.8) 
Substituting (3.4x3.8) into (3.3) we obtain the error inequality 
&( /1412 - ll~n-~112 + Ilen - 6-1 II21 + 0.Wll4ll~ n 
d lIenIl + 2He21/ e, - 2n_l /I2 + C(At + H2 + H-’ ll?n_l llm)2*H 
+ At,' s ,‘: II(Z - R&J2 dt + At,' n 1 s ,‘^  IId dt. n L (3.9) 
Now the formula (3.2) follows from (3.9). This completes the proof. 0 
In order to characterize the error due to changes of the subdomains at different times, we need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. From (3.2) we have, for m = 1,2, . . . , N, 
IIeml12 + 5 hJe,lll~ d C f En + M? max Ilc-1 - C-I II2 + lIe0ll’ , (3.10) 
n=l n=l l<fl<m > 
where 
E,=(At2+H5+H-111~~_1112,)At,+ 
s 
,‘: II (1 - Rdut II dt, (3.11) 
n I 
and M, is the number of diflerent domain decompositions applied from t = t,, to t = t,. 
Proof. In order to eventually apply the discrete Gronwall’s lemma, we need to relate II t?,, /I to II e, 11. 
Eq. (2.6) implies that 
Setting v = &- 1 and applying the inequality ab d (1/2&)a2 + 3~ b2 with E = 1 - Lj, we have 
511&-111~ - IIen-I II2 G & II$n-~ - rn-1112, 0<5<1. (3.12) 
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Combining (3.2) and (3.12) we obtain 
511enl12 - Ilen-1 II2 + W~~nIllenlll~ G C WIenl12 + L + j--$ lb-,-l 4-111” 1 , (3.13) 
where E, is given by (3.11). 
Formula (3.13) is the error relation in the case of employing different domain decompositions at 
different time levels. However, in practical computations we might as well choose some larger 
subdomains to capture fronts or layers for several time steps, and change the domain decomposi- 
tion after every several time steps. When the same domain decomposition is used at t = t, and 
t = t,- 1, then the error relation becomes 
lIenIl - II+1 II2 + 0.1~~nll1411,2 < CC&lIenI12 + &I. (3.14) 
Let rn = 1 when the same domain decomposition is used at times t, and t,_ 1, and qn = g 
otherwise. Then the error relations (3.13) and (3.14) can be merged into 
vnIIenl12 - Ilen-1 II2 + 0.h&nll1411~ G C &I1412 + En + & Ilh-1 - Ll12 1 3 (3.15) n 
where the last term on 
by fly:: vi, we have 
n n-l 
II Vi II en II 2 - n i=l i=l 
d CC~tn/1412 
the right-hand side is understood to be zero when qn = 1. Multiplying (3.15) 
~illen-1 II2 + 0.1 fII ~iAtttlllenlll,2 
+ E, + & Ilrd - t-1 11’1. (3.16) n 
Summing (3.16) from II = 1 to n = m (1 < m < N), we obtain 
I-I .( m rL II42 + 0.1 n$ bJll4ll~ i= 1 
At f lle.l12+n~IE.+ 
II=1 j-&f z Ilh-1 -C-I II21 + IIe0112. 
n 1 (3.17) 
Note that 0 < MN d N, and that #= 1 vi = 5 Mm. Letting ?j = M,/(l + M,) in (3.17) we see that 
lie, II2 + $, ~tnlllenlll~ 
G C 
[ 
At f lIenIl + f En + (Mm + ljntI IUrn- -tn-1112 + lIedI 
n=l ?I=1 1 . (3.18) 
Applying Gronwall’s lemma to (3.18) gives (3.10). The proof is now complete. 0 
In view of Lemma 3.2 we can easily prove our following main result. 
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the solution u is sz@ciently smooth. Let U, be the solution of scheme (2.6) 
and (2.7). Assume that 
At <$H2. (3.19) 
Then we have the error estimates for m = 1,2, . . . , N, 
<C I)uO-UO/I +At+H5’2+H-1’2* max II(I 
l<n<m 
+ Mm* max CIIU - R-I)+I II + IIU - RJ~-I III , 
1 <n<m I 
(3.20) 
where M, is the number of diflerent domain decompositions used from t = 0 to t = t,. 
From the error estimates (3.20) we see that the number of different domain decompositions has 
some influence on the accuracy. This may suggest that we choose some larger subdomains to 
contain fronts or layers for several (maybe dozens of) time steps and change the domain 
decomposition after every several time steps. 
The constraint (3.19) should not be thought very restrictive when compared with the conver- 
gence rates, since from (3.20) we should require that At - H ‘j2. However, the factor H - ‘I2 in (3.20) 
needs to be improved. 
4. Numerical results 
In this section we present the numerical results obtained by applying different domain 
decompositions at different time levels, and compare them with the results gotten from the 
fixed domain decomposition method proposed in [3]. We show that how the dynamic 
domain decomposition method affects the accuracy of the approximate solution due to fre- 
quent and improper changes of the subdomains, and that the dynamic domain decomposi- 
tion solution can be more accurate than the fixed domain decomposition solution if a 
proper dynamic change of the subdomains is made according to the changing local phenomena of 
the problem. 
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We consider the following problem 
all 
at - Au = j-(x, Y, t), (x, Y) E Q2, 
4% Y, 0) = 0, (x, Y) E Q, 
where D = (0, 1) x (0, 1) andf is chosen so that the exact solution 
U(X, y, t) = 100tx3(1 - x)2cos(27cy). 
We will use two subdomains and uniform grids in each subdomain, and consider to cases: 
hK ’ = 80 and hK ’ = 100, where h is the grid size. In all the runs we choose H = 4h and At = 4h2. 
The interpolation polynomials consist of piecewise linears in x tensored with piecewise 
linears in y. 
We first consider the effect on the accuracy of frequent and improper changes of the subdomains. 
In the hK ’ = 100 case, the dynamic domain decomposition moves the interfaces at every time level, 
starting from x1 = lOh, then move the interface to x2 = 14h at the second time level, and to 
x3 = 18h at the third time level, and so on. When the interface is x2o = 90h at the 20th time step, we 
let it move back towards the origin, until x4o = 10h. Then we repeat the process. For the fixed 
domain decomposition method, we choose the interface always at the middle, i.e., x, = 50h for all 
time levels. In the h-l = 80 case, the dynamic domain decomposition also starts with the initial 
interface at xl = 10h for the first time level, then moves the interface 3h further at every time step, 
similar to the h- ’ = 100 case. The fixed domain decomposition method in this case just has the 
interface at x, = 40h for all time steps. The L2 norms of the error u - U for 60 time levels are 
computed and shown in Table 1. 
From Table 1 we see that although for the first few steps the dynamic domain decomposition is 
more accurate than the fixed domain decomposition, frequent and improper changes of the 
subdomains may increase the errors significantly as the time goes on. 
We next check the accuracy of the dynamic domain decomposition method when the subdo- 
mains are made according to the changing nature of the problem. Since the exact solution is small 
and changes rapidly near the origin when t is small, we always have a subdomain in that area when 
t is small. When t is relatively large, we move the interface in the positive x direction, In the 
h-’ = 100 and h- ’ = 80 cases, we keep the subdomains unchanged with the interface at 
x1 = . . . = x4o = 4h for the first 40 time steps, then move the interface to x41 = ... = x60 = 8h for 
the next 20 time steps, and so on. The L2 norms of the error u - U for the first 60 time steps are 
shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 tells us that the dynamic changes of the subdomains according to the nature of the exact 
solution can improve the numerical solutions. Actually, decomposing the domain into more than 
two subdomains at each time step can greatly improve both the efficiency and the accuracy, and it 
can be easily done on computers with parallel architecture. In [6], we apply grid modification 
techniques in subdomains where local phenomena occur. Hopefully this will more efficiently and 
more accurately resolve transient and localized phenomena, such as moving fronts or layers. 
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Table 1 
Effect of frequent and improper changes of subdomains. The subdomains change at every time 
level and not according to the changing nature of the problem 
Time level h-’ = 100 h-’ = 80 
Dynamic d.d. Fixed d.d. Dynamic d.d. Fixed d.d. 
1 3.79.10-6 6.14.10-6 1.03.10-5 1.34.10-5 
2 5.73.10-6 7.92,10-6 1.41.10-5 1.74.1o-5 
3 7.17.10-6 9.05.10-6 1.63.10-5 2.03.W5 
4 1.04.10-5 1.02.10- 5 2.43.10-5 2.37. lo- 5 
5 1.98.10-5 1.17.10-5 4.96. lo- 5 2.80. lo- 5 
10 1.99.10-4 2.41.10-’ 4.79.10-4 6.21.10-5 
15 5.08.10-4 4.32. lo-’ 1.17.10-3 1.12.10-4 
20 9.40.10-4 6.73.10-’ 2.03. lo- 3 1.74.10-4 
30 1.22.10-3 1.27.10-4 2.47. lo- 3 3.25.10-4 
40 9.29. 1O-4 1.99.10-4 1.70.10-3 5.01.10-4 
50 3.36. 1O-3 2.81.10-4 7.95.1o-3 6.97.10-4 
60 8.48.10-3 3.72.10-4 1.89. 1O-2 9.06.10-4 
Table 2 
Accuracy of dynamic domain decompositon vs. fixed domain decomposition. The subdomains 
change at every 20 time steps and according to the changing nature of the problem 
Time level h-’ = 100 h-’ = 80 
Dynamic d.d. Fixed d.d. Dynamic d.d. Fixed d.d. 
1 4.42.10-’ 6.14.10-6 1.46.10-6 1.34.10-5 
2 4.90.10-7 7.92. 1O-6 1.62. 1O-6 1.74.1o-5 
3 4.76.10-’ 9.05.10-6 1.59.10-6 2.03.10-5 
4 4.45.10-7 1.02.10-5 1.50~10-6 2.37.10-5 
5 4.19.10-7 1.17.10-5 1.42.1O-‘j 2.80. lo- 5 
10 6.64. lo-’ 2.41.10-5 2.16.10-6 6.21.10-5 
15 1.33.10-6 4.32.10-5 4.21.10-6 1.12.10-4 
20 2.16.10-6 6.73.10-’ 6.72. 1O-6 1.74.10-4 
30 4.05.10-6 1.27.10-4 1.23.10-5 3.25.10-4 
40 6.16.10-6 1.99.10-4 1.84.10-5 5.01.10-4 
50 5.57.10-5 2.81.10-4 2.48.10-5 6.97.10-4 
60 9.21.10-5 3.72.10-4 3.14.1o-5 9.06.10-4 
For second-order hyperbolic problems, numerical schemes with dynamic domain decomposition 
and grid modification may be constructed along the lines presented here together with the 
techniques in [S, 71, where grid modification schemes were proposed for the wave equation based 
on the mixed finite element methods and Galerkin method respectively. 
Finally we point out that the dynamic decomposition of the domain can be implemented 
effectively even if we only roughly know the nature of the exact solution. 
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